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Abstract 
This research is extracted from  master thesis and searches the success of the students in the second grade  primary school on 
problem solving strategies. The research is experimentally carried out on the second grade primary school students during 14 
weeks. During the research, the experiment group has been trained about problem solving strategies in mathematics classes by 
the researcher while the control group was continued traditional problem solving practices. The data of this study was obtained 
from the two written problem solving tests including open-ended problems. These tests are applied in the middle and end of the 
practices and scored by rubrics. Additionaly, qualitive interviews were performed with the students to provide expalanation 
describing their solutions, strategies they used and their thoughts while solving the problems. At the end of the study, experiment 
group  have been found significantly successful in the strategies of making a drawing-diagram, making a table, writing 
mathematical sentences, looking for pattern, making a list, using logical reasoning and guess-check strategies. 
© 2010 Published by Elsevier Ltd. 
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1. Introduction 
According to many education psychologists, thinking ability can be improved in elementary school stages. 
However, the way they describe thinking ability is not limited to responding to the questions asked at the end of the 
classes and participating in teacher centered discussions. The aim of this ability, known as critical thinking, is to 
lead students to analyze and have critical thoughts based upon problem solving (Woolfolk, 1998). This aim is valid 
for every class, but it is particularly significant for math education because the consensus of educators is that math 
helps train brain to think critically. 
Exploring the principles of math as if they are invented by students for first time, solving problems by students’ 
senses and thoughts and improving the process (the way of thinking) of problem solving rather than the solution are 
the most important aspects in math education when considering the construction of math(Baykul, 2003). 
Many researches (Wilborn,1994; House,2000) find out that students who have developed their own strategy are 
significantly successful in problem solving. This article aims to evaluate the effectiveness of problem-solving 
strategies training during math class, and to search the success of strategies used by students. For this aim, it is 
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searched for answers to the following question: “Which problem-solving strategies are effective for second grade 
elementary students?”  
In current researches (Baykul, 2003; 1997; Charles ve Lester, 1982; Kennedy ve Tipps, 1991 ; Reys, Suydam, 
Lindquist ve Smith,1998; Walle, 2004) there are many problem-solving strategies. This study is limited to the 
making a drawing-diagram, making a table,  writing mathematical sentences,looking for pattern, using logical 
reasoning and guess-check  strategies. 
 
2. Method 
This study was performed with second-grade elementary students in Konya. Participants were chosen as 
experiment groups, which had 31 students in each, and a control group, which contained 30 students. Experiment 
groups received the problem-solving strategies training two hours per week out of normal classroom time for a total 
of 14 weeks in addition to math curriculum. Meanwhile, the control group received traditional problem-solving 
strategies activities. Two tests, Problem solving I and Problem solving II, were developed by the researher to be 
consistent with the aim of the research. These tests are in written format and contain open-ended questions related to 
problem-solving strategies. Problem solving test I was applied in the middle, while problem solving test II was 
applied at the end of the research to the experiment and control groups in the same conditions. Additionally, 
qualitative interviews were performed with the students to provide explanation describing their solutions, strategies 
they used and their thoughts while solving the problems. Data of this study was analyzed by descriptive statistics 
and the t-test.  
3. Results 
The findings of how problem solving strategies developed in experiment and control groups were presented 
below. 
Open-ended questions were asked to determine the differentiation of the making pattern-schema strategies in 
control and experiment groups. The mean of the making a drawing-diagram strategy in experiment and control 
groups are 1,54 and 0,53 in sequence. The t–test was used to determine whether the difference is significant or not, 
and calculated 3,22 t-statistic is found significant in 0,05 level. This indicates that the training about the making a 
drawing-diagram strategy is effective on experiment group. The samples related to the making a drawing-diagram 
strategy is shown in Figure 1. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 1: Samples of making a drawing-diagram strategy 
 
During experimental applications, it is observed that students are unconsciously used the making a drawing-
diagram strategy  while solving other problems. There is a usage difference of the making a drawing-diagram 
strategy between the beginning and the end of the experimental applications. At the beginning of the application, 
students frequently chose to use making a drawing-diagram strategy for four-operation problems; however, at the 
end they did not prefer to use these strategies. This result is consistent with Carpenter and his friends’(1999) finding, 
which is making a drawing and schema etc. type strategies are abandoned in time. 
The mean of the making a table strategy in experiment and control groups are 1,58 and 0,66 in sequence. The 
difference of mean between experiment and control groups is found significant in 0,05 level. The samples of student 
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responses related to making a table strategy are shown in Figure 2. During the experimental application, it is seen 
that students did not have the ability to use the making a table strategy. Most of the students did not think to make a 
table on their own while solving the problems. The researcher observed that students did not know how to put data 
in a table, so table-making training was given to the students. As a result of this training, the number of students who 
properly used the making a table strategy increased from 4 to 21. Moreover, the making a table strategy became the 
most  used  strategy  in  time.  Some  students  used  the  making  table  a  strategy  to  organize  the  given  data  by  
table(Figure 2-b). Making a table strategy was observed as the preferred strategy, specifically with looking for 
pattern and making a list strategies. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 (a)                                                        (b) 
Figure-2: Samples of making a table strategy 
The mean of the writing a mathematical sentence strategy in experiment and control groups are 2,06 and 0,50 in 
sequence. The t–test was used to determine whether the difference is significant or not, and calculated 6,12 t-value is 
found significant in 0,05 level. At the beginning of the experimental application, it is seen that students did not know 
how to write a mathematical sentence. In turn, mathematical sentence writing training was given starting with one-
operation problems to two and more operation problems. As a result of this training, the number of students who 
were able to write mathematical sentences increased. 
For instance, related to “There are 23 passengers on the bus, in order for there to be 12 passengers on the bus how 
many of them have to get off?” question, fifteen students wrote the mathematical sentence like “23-?=12” and four 
students wrote the mathematical sentence like “12+?=23.” And three students were able to write more than one 
mathematical sentence. The writing a mathematical sentence strategy for two-operation problems was not as 
successful as writing for one-operation problems. The writing mathematical sentence strategy was learned in time, 
but it could not be one of the applied strategies. Although at the beginning of the application it was used to solve 
one-operation problems, it was disused by students at the end of the experimental application. 
The mean of looking for pattern strategy in experiment and control groups are 2,16 and 0,27 in sequence. The t–
test was used to determine whether the difference is significant or not, and calculated 5,90 t-value is found 
significant in 0,05 level. Sample student responses were presented in Figure 3. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 Figure 3: Samples of looking for pattern strategy 
 
During experimental application, figure-order-row, number relations and finding the rule activities were used for 
construction strategy. In these activities, it was observed that students could notice different relations. In the table 
below, students found four different relations. 
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 4 6 8  
 1 2 3  
 
Aydin explained the relation he found this way: 
- Teacher, if I read the numbers from down to up they are 14, 26, 38. It means the place of ten increases from one to two. At the beginning, 
the place of ten is one, then it increases to two.The place of one increases by twos, so 4 increases to 6. 
- Can you find the second number after 8? 
- It is so easy! 3 will be 5 because it will increase twice, and the place of ones will be 12 because it will increase four times. In turn, 5 will 
be up and 12 will be down.  
Nihat explained the relations he found like that: 
- 4 subtract 1 is 3, 6 subtract 2 is 4, 8 subtract 3 is 5. I mean the order is 3, 4 and 5, so the next one has to be 6. 
- Which number has to follow 8? 
- Lower cells have an order; it goes like 1, 2, 3. In turn, the next cell will be 4. Then I add 4 to 6, and it is 10 in the upper cell. 
- Can you recognize any other relations in this table? 
- If I add 4 to 1 it is 5, 6 to 2 it is 8, 8 to 3 it is 11. The results 5,8,11 are by threes. 
 
 
Most of the students found this relation, “The numbers in the lower cells increase by ones, and the numbers in the 
upper cells increase by twos.” When students were asked to find the 14th number in the table, they realized that this 
relation will not help them to find the result. Sabriye found this relation: “If I multiply the number in the upper cell 
and add 2, I can find the number in the upper cell. Such as, 1 multiply 2 is 2, and 2 addition 2 is 4. 5 multiply 2 is 
10, and 10 addition 2 is 12. So, 14 multiply 2 is 28, and 28 addition 2 is 30.” It was observed that looking for pattern 
strategy was used successfully by students, and it was the most transferred strategy with the making table strategy in 
four-operation problems, especially in multiplication and division.  
The mean of the making a list strategy in experiment and control groups are 2,45 and 1,10 in sequence. The t–test 
was used to determine whether the difference is significant or not, and calculated 3,67 t-value is found significant in 
0,05 level. Student solutions related to making a list strategy was presented in Figure 4. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 (a)     (b)    (c) 
 
Figure 4: Samples of making a list strategy 
During the experimental applications, it is seen that students could use the listing strategy by themselves. In 
student solutions there were different strategies within the listing strategy. The interviewed students used “ranking 
from small number to big number (Figure4/c), choosing two numbers and changing their places (Figure4/b), ranking 
in terms of the first number of the result (Figure 4/a)” sub-strategies. 
In interview records student explained their listing strategies like this: 
Sabriye, whose solution is shown in Figure 4/b, said “First of all I chose two numbers; and put one of them at the 
beginning and the other one at the end. Later I changed their places.” Mehmet, whose solution is shown in Figure 
4/c, explained “I wrote the smallest number which was 36. Then I wrote 38, 63 and eventually the biggest number 
86.” Elife, whose solution is shown in Figure 4/a, said “I put the one starting with 3, then with 6 and eventually with 
8. Later I put remained ones nearby other, the result was 6.” 
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The mean of the reasoning strategy in experiment and control groups are 2,65 and 1,73 in sequence. The t–test 
was used to determine whether the difference is significant or not, and calculated 2,17 t-value is found significant in 
0,05 level. Many problem solving strategies contain reasoning, so activities in experimental applications were aimed 
to develop reasoning. As a result of this aim, it was seen that students had the ability to think systematically at the 
end of the application. 
The mean of the guess-check strategy in experiment and control groups are 2,10 and 0,43 in sequence. The t–test 
was used to determine whether the difference is significant or not, and calculated 4,63 t-value is found significant in 
0,05 level. The solutions related to guess-check strategy were presented in Figure 5. 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 5: Samples of guess-check strategy 
 
At the beginning of the experimental application student did not prefer to use the guess-check strategy. Students 
were also inadequate in estimation. When students were offered to use estimation to solve the problems, some of 
them responded “So do you want me to make it up?” For this reason first of all it was aimed to teach estimation 
ability.  In time, students were able to use the estimation-control strategy. It was clearly seen that student skipped the 
estimation step and pretended that they made an estimation by saying the exact result after solving it. This situation 
was an obvious sign that student in experiment group were insufficient, and classroom application was not effective. 
According to a research done by Faubion (2001), guess-check strategy is found and learnt difficult by students. 
According to results, problem solving strategies training is significantly effective on problem solving. It is 
obtained that second grade elementary students are successful in using problem solving strategies but processing and 
comprehending problem solving strategies by students occur in time.  
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